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World Wide Meds – Innovating Medical Technologies for Open and
Transparent Telemedicine Services
As the world increasingly becomes connected to the internet, the healthcare industry isn’t slacking in
getting connected. As AI and other technologies emerge, digital healthcare is fast filling up spaces,
building convenience for the masses that are constantly connected to the cyberspace. It is a brand
new era that is changing the face of healthcare industry. Telemedicine is overreaching now,
extending beyond doctor and patient interaction. It’s on the horizon of constant development where
telemedicine companies constantly devise new ways to extend encompassing healthcare and
medicine practice. Worldwide Meds is such a telemedicine company that innovates on digital health
and Medical Technologies to create an empowering healthcare ecosystem. It’s a decentralized
innovative platform that allows people to take care of their health wherever they may live in the
world, around the clock.
Worldwide Meds is a solutions providing company that combat problems that exist in the healthcare
systems. It’s expertly built using blockchain technology which resulted in an ecosystem that
simplifies interactions between participants and facilitates mutual financial settlements while
keeping them transparent – medical records and specialists’ certification status are openly
accessible.
Medical consultations are mediated by Worldwide Meds – an integrated system is in place where the
parties engaged, from doctors, patients to insurance companies can communicate coherently. By
this, World Wide Meds reduces the cost of online consultation as large parts of the ecosystem are
automated for every involved party.
As a telemedicine company, Worldwide Meds is all about providing solutions to a host of people
involved in this trade. Besides helping established medical specialists make extra income, they also
offer a lifeline for young medical specialists finding employment – including not only medical doctors
but also fitness trainers, vets and others. Worldwide Meds is working to develop a new market for
insurance policies that will cut professional service costs and see an expansion of insurance products
- all of these actualized by the innovation of smart contracts.
Worldwide Meds believe that reliable medical care is something that should be omnipresent accessible to anyone who needs it. The price of an initial consultation should be afforded by people
of all socioeconomic backgrounds in a borderless way. The services’ exact prices should be open
knowledge to all the relevant parties – the patients, doctors and insurance companies, with no
hidden or additional charges and the power of auditing all the financial settlements given to them.
The medical records of the patients’ should be in their control. Finally, the quality of the initial
consultation should be the same, in person or online and the medical specialists’ credentials should
be public. The company is built on these core beliefs.

And, Worldwide Meds aspires to be more. The team behind World Wide Meds has its goals directed
to automating consultation administration, make expert medical consultations affordable, create an
environment of top-notch medical care, employment and bona fide financial flows that cut across all
disparities. That eventually will better people’s quality of life, across all regions. To get consultations
from the most qualified medical persons on a host of medical disciplines, sign up on Worldwide
Meds.
For more information, visit https://worldwidemeds.online/

